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Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration provides the essential skills and knowledge
needed to begin a successful career as an SQL Server database administrator. It’s an ideal
book for those new to database administration, as well for those moving to SQL Server from
other database brands such as Oracle and IBM DB2. SQL Server is more than just a
database. It's situated within a larger context that includes solutions for reporting, for
integrating data from other systems, for business intelligence and analysis, and more.
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration paints the big picture to help you understand SQL
Server’s place in the grand scheme. Then you’ll move into the nuts and bolts of installing the
product, learning the management tools at your disposal, creating your first database, and
maintaining that database in an ongoing state of readiness. Beginning SQL Server 2012
Administration goes beyond teaching just the core competencies of effective database
administration. You will also learn the latest trends in SQL Server such as virtualizing and
consolidating of servers, and using SQL Server in the cloud as a service. Administrators
experienced on other platforms will find insight from comparisons of key features between SQL
Server and other platforms. Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration lays an excellent
foundation for success as an SQL Server database administrator. Provides the essentials of
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successful SQL Server administration Covers the latest trends such as virtualization and cloud
computing Paints the big picture of Microsoft’s data platform What you’ll learn Master basic
database administration skills Plan and install new database environments Ensure the ability to
recover from disaster and data loss Manage security and regulatory compliance Take
advantage of new features in SQL Server 2012 Create private-cloud databases for your
organization Who this book is for Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration is aimed at
aspiring database administrators, as well as at experienced administrators from competing
platforms such as Oracle. The book quickly provides the essentials of SQL Server
administration, laying a foundation for success in a career as an SQL Server database
administrator. Table of Contents The Database Administration Profession Planning and
Installing SQL Server 2012 What's in the Toolbox? Supporting the Developer Creating Tables
and Other Objects Transact-SQL SQL Server Internals Database Backup Strategies Database
Restore Strategies Common Database Maintenance Tasks SQL Server Security Auditing,
Encryption, Compliance Performance Tuning & Optimization Fault Tolerance Cloud Computing
for the DBA Database as a Service Where to Go Next?
Your essential guide to key programming features in Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Take your
database programming skills to a new level—and build customized applications using the
developer tools introduced with SQL Server 2012. This hands-on reference shows you how to
design, test, and deploy SQL Server databases through tutorials, practical examples, and code
samples. If you’re an experienced SQL Server developer, this book is a must-read for learning
how to design and build effective SQL Server 2012 applications. Discover how to: Build and
deploy databases using the SQL Server Data Tools IDE Query and manipulate complex data
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with powerful Transact-SQL enhancements Integrate non-relational features, including native
file streaming and geospatial data types Consume data with Microsoft ADO.NET, LINQ, and
Entity Framework Deliver data using Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) Data
Services and WCF RIA Services Move your database to the cloud with Windows Azure SQL
Database Develop Windows Phone cloud applications using SQL Data Sync Use SQL Server
BI components, including xVelocity in-memory technologies
MCSA GUIDE TO MICROSOFT® SQL SERVER® 2012 (Exam #70-462), International Edition
provides a thorough introduction to essential database administration principles and practices
to prepare readers for certification and career success. Ideal for formal courses, self-study, or
professional reference, this detailed text employs a lab-based approach to help users develop
the core knowledge and practical skills they need to master Microsoft SQL Server
administration in an enterprise environment and pass Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate
Exam 70-462. The text opens with information on the latest version of Microsoft SQL Server,
offering step-by-step guidance on selecting an edition and completing initial installation and
configuration. Several chapters then explore key topics such as database programming,
security, performance tuning, backup and recovery, data integration, and system monitoring.
Within each chapter, numerous resources and features reinforce teaching and learning,
including learning objectives, summaries of key ideas, hands-on activities, discussion
questions, definitions of important terms, and case studies to provide real-world context.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-761–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of SQL
Server 2016 Transact-SQL data management, queries, and database programming. Designed
for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the
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critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on
the expertise measured by these objectives: • Filter, sort, join, aggregate, and modify data •
Use subqueries, table expressions, grouping sets, and pivoting • Query temporal and nonrelational data, and output XML or JSON • Create views, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures • Implement error handling, transactions, data types, and nulls This Microsoft
Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios
to challenge you • Assumes you have experience working with SQL Server as a database
administrator, system engineer, or developer • Includes downloadable sample database and
code for SQL Server 2016 SP1 (or later) and Azure SQL Database Querying Data with
Transact-SQL About the Exam Exam 70-761 focuses on the skills and knowledge necessary to
manage and query data and to program databases with Transact-SQL in SQL Server 2016.
About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified
Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of essential skills for
building and implementing on-premises and cloud-based databases across organizations.
Exam 70-762 (Developing SQL Databases) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016 Database
Development certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Ace your preparation for Microsoft® Certification Exam 70-461 with this 2-in-1 Training Kit from
Microsoft Press®. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and practical exercises,
and then assess your skills with practice tests on CD—featuring multiple, customizable testing
options. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to: Create database objects
Work with data Modify data Troubleshoot and optimize queries You also get an exam discount
voucher—making this book an exceptional value and a great career investment.
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Presents lessons covering exam objectives, practice exercises, real-world scenarios, and
practice exams on the accompanying CD-ROM.
Leverage your Oracle DBA skills on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Microsoft SQL Server 2008
Administration for Oracle DBAs shows you how to use your experience as an Oracle DBA to
get up to speed quickly on the Microsoft SQL Server platform. Authors with real-world
expertise in both Oracle and SQL Server introduce you to fundamental concepts, such as SQL
Server architecture and core administration, before guiding you through advanced techniques,
including performance optimization, high availability and disaster recovery. Platform
comparisons, on-the-job examples, and answers to questions raised by Oracle DBAs learning
the SQL Server environment help build your skills. This practical guide shows you how to:
Identify the components of the SQL Server platform Understand SQL Server architecture
Install and configure SQL Server software and client components Define and manage
database objects Implement and administer database security Monitor, identify, and resolve
performance issues Design and implement high availability, system backup, and disaster
recovery strategies Automate SQL Server using built-in scheduling and alerting capabilities
Import and export data to and from SQL Server and other RDBMS platforms Upgrade existing
SQL Server installations and migrate Oracle databases to SQL Server
Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the basics
before moving on to more advanced technology courses and certification programs. The
Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and innovative certification track designed to
provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and careers. The MTA program
curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology knowledge and
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provides students with a foundation for their careers as well as the confidence they need to
succeed in advanced studies. Through the use of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your
students future success in and out of the classroom. Database Administration Fundamentals
covers introductory knowledge and skills including: relational databases; core database
concepts; relational database concepts; security requirements for databases and the data
stored in them; database objects -- such as tables and views; graphical tools and T-SQL
scripts; database queries; and stored procedures.

MCSA GUIDE TO MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2012 (Exam #70-462) provides a
thorough introduction to essential database administration principles and practices to
prepare readers for certification and career success. Ideal for formal courses, selfstudy, or professional reference, this detailed text employs a lab-based approach to
help users develop the core knowledge and practical skills they need to master
Microsoft SQL Server administration in an enterprise environment and pass Microsoft
Certified Solutions Associate Exam 70-462. The text opens with information on the
latest version of Microsoft SQL Server, offering step-by-step guidance on selecting an
edition and completing initial installation and configuration. Several chapters then
explore key topics such as database programming, security, performance tuning,
backup and recovery, data integration, and system monitoring. Within each chapter,
numerous resources and features reinforce teaching and learning, including learning
objectives, summaries of key ideas, hands-on activities, discusssion questions,
definitions of important terms, and case studies to provide real-world context. Important
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Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Your text simplified as the essential facts to prepare you for your exams. Over 2,000
higly probable test items.
Dive deep inside the architecture of SQL Server 2012 Explore the core engine of
Microsoft SQL Server 2012--and put that practical knowledge to work. Led by a team of
SQL Server experts, you'll learn the skills you need to exploit key architectural features.
Go behind the scenes to understand internal operations for creating, expanding,
shrinking, and moving databases--whether you're a database developer, architect, or
administrator. Discover how to: Dig into SQL Server 2012 architecture and
configuration Use the right recovery model and control transaction logging Reduce
query execution time through proper index design Track events, from triggers to the
Extended Event Engine Examine internal structures with database console commands
Transcend row-size limitations with special storage capabilities Choose the right
transaction isolation level and concurrency model Take control over query plan caching
and reuse
An essential how-to guide for experienced DBAs on the most significant product
release since 2005! Microsoft SQL Server 2012 will have major changes throughout the
SQL Server and will impact how DBAs administer the database. With this book, a team
of well-known SQL Server experts introduces the many new features of the most recent
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version of SQL Server and deciphers how these changes will affect the methods that
administrators have been using for years. Loaded with unique tips, tricks, and
workarounds for handling the most difficult SQL Server admin issues, this how-to guide
deciphers topics such as performance tuning, backup and recovery, scaling and
replication, clustering, and security. Serves as a must-have how-to guide on the new
features of the 2012 release of Microsoft SQL Server Walks you through ways to
manage and monitor SQL Server and automate administration Guides you through
SQL Azure for cloud computing, data replication, and data warehouse performance
improvements Addresses client-connectivity enhancements, new features that ensure
high availability of mission-critical applications, and tighter integration with Excel and
SharePoint for data analysis and reporting Highlights major changes to the suite of SQL
Server BI tools, including integration, reporting, and analysis services Includes realworld case examples and best practices from Microsoft insiders If you're a database
administrator eager to get started with the newest version of SQL Server, then this book
is essential reading.
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to building applications with Microsoft SQL Server
2012 Teach yourself the programming fundamentals of SQL Server 2012—one step at a
time. Ideal for beginning SQL Server database administrators and developers, this
tutorial provides clear guidance and practical, learn-by-doing exercises for building
database solutions that solve real-world business problems. Discover how to: Install
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and work with core components and tools Create tables and index structures
Manipulate and retrieve data Secure, manage, back up, and recover databases Apply
techniques for building high-performing applications Use clustering, database mirroring,
and log shipping
NOTE: This title is also available as a free eBook on the Microsoft Download Center. It
is offered for sale in print format as a convenience. Get a head start evaluating SQL
Server 2014 - guided by two experts who have worked with the technology from the
earliest beta. Based on Community Technology Preview 2 (CTP2) software, this guide
introduces new features and capabilities, with practical insights on how SQL Server
2014 can meet the needs of your business. Get the early, high-level overview you need
to begin preparing your deployment now. Coverage includes: SQL Server 2014 Editions
and engine enhancements Mission-critical performance enhancements Hybrid cloud
enhancements Self-service Business Intelligence enhancements in Microsoft Excel
Enterprise information management enhancements Big Data solutions
Teaches solution architects, designers, and developers how to use Microsoft's reporting
platform to create reporting and business intelligence (BI) solutions Updated with new
information about holistic BI solutions, comprehensive OLAP/Analysis Services
reporting, and complete production deployment scenarios Includes programming
examples focused on specific, scenario-based solutions Explains reporting services
architecture and business intelligence, teaches the fundamentals of designing reports
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through the use of careful planning considerations, and covers advanced report design
and filtering techniques
Learn to take advantage of the opportunities offered by SQL Server 2014 Microsoft's
SQL Server 2014 update means big changes for database administrators, and you
need to get up to speed quickly because your methods, workflow, and favorite
techniques will be different from here on out. The update's enhanced support of largescale enterprise databases and significant price advantage mean that SQL Server 2014
will become even more widely adopted across the industry. The update includes new
backup and recovery tools, new AlwaysOn features, and enhanced cloud capabilities.
In-memory OLTP, Buffer Pool Extensions for SSDs, and a new Cardinality Estimator
can improve functionality and smooth out the workflow, but only if you understand their
full capabilities. Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is your comprehensive guide
to working with the new environment. Authors Adam Jorgensen, Bradley Ball, Ross
LoForte, Steven Wort, and Brian Knight are the dream team of the SQL Server
community, and they put their expertise to work guiding you through the changes.
Improve oversight with better management and monitoring Protect your work with
enhanced security features Upgrade performance tuning, scaling, replication, and
clustering Learn new options for backup and recovery Professional Microsoft SQL
Server 2014 includes a companion website with sample code and efficient automation
utilities, plus a host of tips, tricks, and workarounds that will make your job as a DBA or
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database architect much easier. Stop getting frustrated with administrative issues and
start taking control. Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is your roadmap to
mastering the update and creating solutions that work.
Buy the print version of Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Unleashed and get the eBook version for
free! eBook version includes chapters 44-60 not included in the print. See inside the book for
access code and details. With up-to-the-minute content, this is the industry's most complete,
useful guide to SQL Server 2012. You'll find start-to-finish coverage of SQL Server's core
database server and management capabilities: all the real-world information, tips, guidelines,
and samples you'll need to create and manage complex database solutions. The additional
online chapters add extensive coverage of SQL Server Integration Services, Reporting
Services, Analysis Services, T-SQL programming, .NET Framework integration, and much
more. Authored by four expert SQL Server administrators, designers, developers, architects,
and consultants, this book reflects immense experience with SQL Server in production
environments. Intended for intermediate-to-advanced-level SQL Server professionals, it
focuses on the product's most complex and powerful capabilities, and its newest tools and
features. Understand SQL Server 2012's newest features, licensing changes, and capabilities
of each edition Manage SQL Server 2012 more effectively with SQL Server Management
Studio, the SQLCMD command-line query tool, and Powershell Use Policy-Based
Management to centrally configure and operate SQL Server Utilize the new Extended Events
trace capabilities within SSMS Maximize performance by optimizing design, queries, analysis,
and workload management Implement new best practices for SQL Server high availability
Deploy AlwaysOn Availability Groups and Failover Cluster Instances to achieve enterprisePage 11/27
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class availability and disaster recovery Leverage new business intelligence improvements,
including Master Data Services, Data Quality Services and Parallel Data Warehouse Deliver
better full-text search with SQL Server 2012's new Semantic Search Improve reporting with
new SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services features Download the following from
informit.com/title/9780672336928: Sample databases and code examples
If you need to deploy, manage, or secure Microsoft SQL Server 2008, this is the complete, fastpaced, task-based reference you’ve been searching for. Authored by a world-class expert on
SQL Server in the enterprise, this book goes far beyond the basics, taking on the complex
tasks that DBAs need to make the most of Microsoft’s flagship database platform. SQL Server
MVP, Ross Mistry presents proven techniques for SQL Server 2008 installation, upgrades,
backup/restore, data transfer, indexing, high availability, security, and much more. He draws
on extensive testing in high-profile production environments to offer step-by-step solutions and
powerful tips you won’t find anywhere else. Every chapter begins with a section identifying
SQL Server 2008’s most significant new improvements, and concludes with a convenient
summary of best practices. Each chapter also outlines the benefits of leveraging Windows
Server 2008. Understand how to: Master DBA tips, tricks, and best practices proven in actual
enterprise environments Install, upgrade or transition to SQL Server 2008. Harden and Secure
an implementation. Encrypt SQL Server from an end-to-end perspective. Implement high
availability—and leverage SQL Server 2008’s major improvements to failover clustering and
database mirroring Save time with SQL Server 2008’s new policy-based management tools
Performance tune and troubleshoot a SQL Server 2008 environment. Optimize application
performance and manage workloads with the powerful new Resource Governor Implement
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Performance Studio, maintenance plans, Transparent Data Encryption and much more… Bonus
Content: The book is based on Windows Server 2008 Step by step instructions of how to
implement a failover cluster on Windows Server 2008 SQL Server PoweShell Administration
Tasks Consolidate and virtualize SQL Server with Hyper-V Step by step instructions on how to
install Hyper-V Proactively Monitor SQL Server with Operations Manager Install Windows
Server 2008 certificates to encrypt SQL Server data Contributing Writers include: Hilary Cotter
– SQL Server MVP John Welch – SQL Server MVP Marco Shaw – PowerShell MVP Maciej
Pilecki – SQL Server MVP Shirmattie Seenarine – Technical Writer
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration provides the essential skills and knowledge
needed to begin a successful career as an SQL Server database administrator. It’s an ideal
book for those new to database administration, as well for those moving to SQL Server from
other database brands such as Oracle and IBM DB2. SQL Server is more than just a
database. It's situated within a larger context that includes solutions for reporting, for
integrating data from other systems, for business intelligence and analysis, and more.
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration paints the big picture to help you understand SQL
Server’s place in the grand scheme. Then you’ll move into the nuts and bolts of installing the
product, learning the management tools at your disposal, creating your first database, and
maintaining that database in an ongoing state of readiness. Beginning SQL Server 2012
Administration goes beyond teaching just the core competencies of effective database
administration. You will also learn the latest trends in SQL Server such as virtualizing and
consolidating of servers, and using SQL Server in the cloud as a service. Administrators
experienced on other platforms will find insight from comparisons of key features between SQL
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Server and other platforms. Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration lays an excellent
foundation for success as an SQL Server database administrator. Provides the essentials of
successful SQL Server administration Covers the latest trends such as virtualization and cloud
computing Paints the big picture of Microsoft’s data platform
Gain a solid understanding of T-SQL—and write better queries Master the fundamentals of
Transact-SQL—and develop your own code for querying and modifying data in Microsoft SQL
Server 2012. Led by a SQL Server expert, you’ll learn the concepts behind T-SQL querying
and programming, and then apply your knowledge with exercises in each chapter. Once you
understand the logic behind T-SQL, you’ll quickly learn how to write effective code—whether
you’re a programmer or database administrator. Discover how to: Work with programming
practices unique to T-SQL Create database tables and define data integrity Query multiple
tables using joins and subqueries Simplify code and improve maintainability with table
expressions Implement insert, update, delete, and merge data modification strategies Tackle
advanced techniques such as window functions, pivoting and grouping sets Control data
consistency using isolation levels, and mitigate deadlocks and blocking Take T-SQL to the next
level with programmable objects
This comprehensive introduction to SQL Server begins with an overview of database design
basics and the SQL query language along with an in-depth look at SQL Server itself
Progresses on to a clear explanation of how to implement fundamental concepts with the new
2008 version of SQL Server Discusses creating and changing tables, managing keys, writing
scripts, working with stored procedures, programming with XML, using SQL Server Reporting
and Integration Services, and more Features updated and new material, including new
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examples using Microsoft's AdventureWorks sample database
This text does not include not include a MOAC Labs Online access code. This 70-410
Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 textbook prepares certification students for
the first of a series of three exams which validate the skills and knowledge necessary to
implement a core Windows Server 2012 Infrastructure into an existing enterprise environment.
This Microsoft Official Academic Course is mapped to the 70-410 Installing and Configuring
Windows Server 2012 exam objectives. This textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and
prepares students to prove mastery of core services such as Active Directory and networking
services. In addition, this book also covers such valuable skills as: • Managing Active Directory
Domain Services Objects • Automating Active Directory Domain Services Administration •
Implementing Local Storage • Implementing File and Print Services • Implementing Group
Policy • Implementing Server Virtualization with Hyper-V
Harness the powerful new SQL Server 2012 Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is the most significant
update to this product since 2005, and it may change how database administrators and
developers perform many aspects of their jobs. If you're a database administrator or developer,
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Bible teaches you everything you need to take full advantage of
this major release. This detailed guide not only covers all the new features of SQL Server
2012, it also shows you step by step how to develop top-notch SQL Server databases and new
data connections and keep your databases performing at peak. The book is crammed with
specific examples, sample code, and a host of tips, workarounds, and best practices. In
addition, downloadable code is available from the book's companion web site, which you can
use to jumpstart your own projects. Serves as an authoritative guide to Microsoft's SQL Server
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2012 for database administrators and developers Covers all the software's new features and
capabilities, including SQL Azure for cloud computing, enhancements to client connectivity,
and new functionality that ensures high-availability of mission-critical applications Explains
major new changes to the SQL Server Business Intelligence tools, such as Integration,
Reporting, and Analysis Services Demonstrates tasks both graphically and in SQL code to
enhance your learning Provides source code from the companion web site, which you can use
as a basis for your own projects Explores tips, smart workarounds, and best practices to help
you on the job Get thoroughly up to speed on SQL Server 2012 with Microsoft SQL Server
2012 Bible.
Introducing Microsoft(r) SQL Server(r) 2012 explores the exciting enhancements and new
capabilities engineered into SQL Server, ranging from improvements in operation to those in
reporting and management. This book is for anyone who has an interest in SQL Server 2012
and wants to understand its capabilities, including database administrators, application
developers, and technical decision makers.

Get up to speed on the extensive changes to the newest release of Microsoft SQL
Server The 2012 release of Microsoft SQL Server changes how you develop
applications for SQL Server. With this comprehensive resource, SQL Server authority
Robert Vieira presents the fundamentals of database design and SQL concepts, and
then shows you how to apply these concepts using the updated SQL Server. Publishing
time and date with the 2012 release, Beginning Microsoft SQL Server 2012
Programming begins with a quick overview of database design basics and the SQL
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query language and then quickly proceeds to show you how to implement the
fundamental concepts of Microsoft SQL Server 2012. You'll explore the key additions
and changes to this newest version, including conditional action constructs, enhanced
controls for results paging, application integration with SharePoint and Excel, and
development of BI applications. Covers new features such as SQL Azure for cloud
computing, client-connectivity enhancements, security and compliance, data replication,
and data warehouse performance improvements Addresses essential topics including
managing keys, writing scripts, and working with store procedures Shares helpful
techniques for creating and changing tables, programming with XML, and using SQL
Server Reporting and Integration Services Beginning Microsoft SQL Server 2012
Programming demystifies even the most difficult challenges you may face with the new
version of Microsoft SQL Server.
Microsoft Windows Server is a multi-purpose server designed to increase reliability and
flexibility of a network infrastructure. Windows Server is the paramount tool used by
enterprises in their datacenter and desktop strategy. The most recent versions of
Windows Server also provide both server and client virtualization. Its ubiquity in the
enterprise results in the need for networking professionals who know how to plan,
design, implement, operate, and troubleshoot networks relying on Windows Server.
Microsoft Learning is preparing the next round of its Windows Server Certification
program with exams covering the new version of the software, Windows Server 2012.
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The exams and certification path change significantly from the previous version of
Windows Server. This provides an opportunity for the MS line to capitalize on the dual
disruption of brand-new software and brand-new certifications.
"Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is a cloud-ready information platform that will help
organizations unlock breakthrough insights and quickly build solutions to extend data
across on-premises and public clouds, backed by mission critical confidence. SQL
Server 2012 continues the evolution and maturity of a trusted platform that continuously
leads in industry-relevant and real-world application performance benchmarks. It still
includes many of the same capabilities and characteristics that administrators have
come to trust for over 10 years while also launching some new features that change
how databases make data available across the enterprise. In this VTC course, author
Mark Long will introduce you to SQL Server 2012 from an administrative viewpoint and
helps prepare you for the Microsoft 70-462 Administration certification
exam."--Resource description page.
Implement, maintain, and repair SQL Server 2012databases As the most significant
update since 2008, Microsoft SQL Server2012 boasts updates and new features that
are critical tounderstand. Whether you manage and administer SQL Server 2012 orare
planning to get your MCSA: SQL Server 2012 certification, thisbook is the perfect
supplement to your learning and preparation.From understanding SQL Server's roles to
implementing businessintelligence and reporting, this practical book explores tasks
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andscenarios that a working SQL Server DBA faces regularly and showsyou step by
step how to handle them. Includes practice exams and coverage of exam objectives
forthose seeking MSCA: SQL Server 2012 certification Explores the skills you'll need
on the job as a SQL Server 2012DBA Discusses designing and implementing database
solutions Walks you through administrating, maintaining, and securing SQLServer 2012
Addresses implementing high availability and datadistribution Includes bonus videos
where the author walks you through someof the more difficult tasks expected of a DBA
Featuring hands-on exercises and real-world scenarios, thisresource guides you
through the essentials of implementing,maintaining, and repairing SQL Server 2012
databases.
If you need to deploy, manage, or secure Microsoft SQL Server 2012, this is the
complete, fast-paced, task-based reference you’ve been searching for. Authored by a
worldclass expert on running SQL Server in the enterprise, this book goes far beyond
the basics, taking on the complex tasks that DBAs need to make the most of
Microsoft’s first cloud-enabled database platform. Designed for maximum practical
usability, it’s packed with expert tips and up-to-date real-world configuration guidance
you simply won’t find anywhere else. As someone who helped influence the design of
SQL Server 2012 and drawing on many months of beta testing, Ross Mistry provides
immediately usable solutions for installation and upgrades, management and
monitoring, performance and availability, security, consolidation, virtualization,
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troubleshooting, and more. Mistry identifies new features and corresponding best
practices in every chapter, helping you take full advantage of new SQL Server
innovations ranging from private cloud support to AlwaysOn Availability Groups.
Understand how to: Efficiently install or upgrade the SQL Server 2012 database engine
Administer and configure database engine settings, storage, I/O, and partitioning
Transfer data on-premise or to the cloud Manage and optimize indexes Learn how to
consolidate, virtualize and optimize SQL Server for Private Clouds Harden and audit
SQL Server 2012 environments Administer security and authorization, including new
Contained Databases Encrypt data and communications Design and deploy new
AlwaysOn high-availability and disaster recovery features Implement maintenance best
practices, including Policy-Based Management
Conquer SQL Server 2017 administration—from the inside out Dive into SQL Server
2017 administration—and really put your SQL Server DBA expertise to work. This
supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and
workarounds—all you need to plan, implement, manage, and secure SQL Server 2017 in
any production environment: on-premises, cloud, or hybrid. Four SQL Server experts
offer a complete tour of DBA capabilities available in SQL Server 2017 Database
Engine, SQL Server Data Tools, SQL Server Management Studio, and via PowerShell.
Discover how experts tackle today’s essential tasks—and challenge yourself to new
levels of mastery. • Install, customize, and use SQL Server 2017’s key administration
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and development tools • Manage memory, storage, clustering, virtualization, and other
components • Architect and implement database infrastructure, including IaaS, Azure
SQL, and hybrid cloud configurations • Provision SQL Server and Azure SQL
databases • Secure SQL Server via encryption, row-level security, and data masking •
Safeguard Azure SQL databases using platform threat protection, firewalling, and
auditing • Establish SQL Server IaaS network security groups and user-defined routes
• Administer SQL Server user security and permissions • Efficiently design tables using
keys, data types, columns, partitioning, and views • Utilize BLOBs and external,
temporal, and memory-optimized tables • Master powerful optimization techniques
involving concurrency, indexing, parallelism, and execution plans • Plan, deploy, and
perform disaster recovery in traditional, cloud, and hybrid environments For
Experienced SQL Server Administrators and Other Database Professionals • Your role:
Intermediate-to-advanced level SQL Server database administrator, architect,
developer, or performance tuning expert • Prerequisites: Basic understanding of
database administration procedures
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day
administration of SQL Server. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using
quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused information you
need to save time and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast
facts to: Manage SQL Server services and clients Configure, manage, and tune servers
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Implement policy-based management Administer security and access Monitor server
activity and tune performance Automate maintenance Perform backups and recovery
Over 100 expert recipes to design, create, and deploy SSIS packages with this book
and ebook.
Build and manage data integration solutions with expert guidance from the Microsoft
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) team. See best practices in action and dive
deep into the SSIS engine, SSISDB catalog, and security features. Using the developer
enhancements in SQL Server 2012 and the flexible SSIS toolset, you’ll handle complex
data integration scenarios more efficiently—and acquire the skills you need to build
comprehensive solutions. Discover how to: Use SSIS to extract, transform, and load
data from multiple data sources Apply best practices to optimize package and project
configuration and deployment Manage security settings in the SSISDB catalog and
control package access Work with SSIS data quality features to profile, cleanse, and
increase reliability Monitor, troubleshoot, and tune SSIS solutions with advanced
features such as detailed views and data taps Load data incrementally to capture an
easily consumable stream of insert, update, and delete activity
Pro SQL Server 2012 Administration is a one-stop source for all the knowledge you'll
need to professionally manage a database under Microsoft SQL Server 2012. SQL
Server administration is a complex field requiring an unusually broad and well-rounded
skill set. A good database administrator must be part system administrator, part
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database design expert, and part SQL tuning optimization guru. Above all, he or she
must be capable of restoring a damaged database at any time. Database administration
requires excellent people skills for dealing with management and clients, and solid
technical skills for dealing with the hardware and the software. Pro SQL Server 2012
Administration addresses all aspects of database administration, regardless of the size
of the implementation. Install SQL Server 2012 and create new database environments.
Develop a sound backup strategy for your database. Perform recovery as needed,
which many consider to be job #1. Authors Ken Simmons and Sylvester Carstarphen
also help you automate your work through the use of policy-based management.
Performance optimization gets good coverage, so that you can render assistance when
developers need help with problem queries. Rare among database and other technical
books is solid guidance on the people side of the equation. Success as a database
administrator comes from working well with others, becoming involved in the
community, and building the right combination of technical knowledge and people skills
to solve problems and get things done professionally and amicably. Simmons and
Carstarphen pay special attention to these aspects of the job in this new edition of their
comprehensive book on SQL Server administration. Helps you manage a SQL Server
2012 database at professional level Covers the gamut of database administration skills
Provides guidance on performance optimization
Understand Microsoft's dramatically updated new release of its premier toolset for
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business intelligence The first major update to Microsoft's state-of-the-art, complex
toolset for business intelligence (BI) in years is now available and what better way to
master it than with this detailed book from key members of the product's development
team? If you're a database or data warehouse developer, this is the expert resource
you need to build full-scale, multi-dimensional, database applications using Microsoft's
new SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services and related tools. Discover how to solve realworld BI problems by leveraging a slew of powerful new Analysis Services features and
capabilities. These include the new DAX language, which is a more user-friendly
version of MDX; PowerPivot, a new tool for performing simplified analysis of data;
BISM, Microsoft's new Business Intelligence Semantic Model; and much more. Serves
as an authoritative guide to Microsoft's new SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services BI
product and is written by key members of the Microsoft Analysis Services product
development team Covers SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services, a major new release
with a host of powerful new features and capabilities Topics include using the new DAX
language, a simplified, more user-friendly version of MDX; PowerPivot, a new tool for
performing simplified analysis of data; BISM, Microsoft's new Business Intelligence
Semantic Model; and a new, yet-to-be-named BI reporting tool Explores real-world
scenarios to help developers build comprehensive solutions Get thoroughly up to speed
on this powerful new BI toolset with the timely and authoritative Professional Microsoft
SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services with MDX.
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With Microsoft SQL Server 2016, a variety of new features and enhancements to the
data platform deliver breakthrough performance, advanced security, and richer,
integrated reporting and analytics capabilities. In this Preview 2 ebook, we introduce
three new security features: Always Encrypted, Row-Level Security, and dynamic data
masking; discuss enhancements that enable you to better manage performance and
storage: TempDB configuration, query store, and Stretch Database; review several
improvements to Reporting Services; and also describe AlwaysOn Availability Groups,
tabular enhancement, and R integration. This book is a preview edition because it’s not
complete; the final edition will be available Spring of 2016.
About the Bundle Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Administration/CBT Nuggets Video
Bundle represents a unique collaboration between. IT content leaders. The bundle
features Sybex's Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Administration, written by Tom Carpenter,
and access to over 35 hours' worth of videos from CBT Nuggets by instructor Garth
Schulte. Both the book and the videos cover the key topic areas for SQL Server
administrations, as well as MCSA: SQL Server 12 certification candidates need to
know. Topics include designing a database design, installing and configuring SQL
Server, creating databases and tables, and more. About CBT Nuggets CBT Nuggets is
renowned for providing innovative training that's informative, meaningful, and engaging.
They provide a variety of training, primarily in IT, project management, and office
productivity topics. CBT Nuggets' comprehensive library contains thousands of training
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videos ranging from Cisco networking to Microsoft Word to help viewers pass
certification exams, increase skills, or simply learn new things. All of the training is
delivered through high-quality online streaming video. Subscribers can train 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, from the convenience of a computer or mobile device. CBT
Nuggets trainers are renowned for their expertise, industry-wide credibility, and
engaging personalities. They enable CBT Nuggets to deliver accurate, up-to-date
training, using a laid-back whiteboard presentation style. There are no scripts. CEO and
founder Dan Charbonneau was a Microsoft trainer when he began recording CBT
Nuggets' very first training videos back in the 1990s. Dan and his team operate CBT
Nuggets from their world headquarters in Eugene, Oregon.
Conquer SQL Server 2019 administration–from the inside out Dive into SQL Server
2019 administration–and really put your SQL Server DBA expertise to work. This
supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and
workarounds–all you need to plan, implement, manage, and secure SQL Server 2019 in
any production environment: on-premises, cloud, or hybrid. Six experts thoroughly tour
DBA capabilities available in SQL Server 2019 Database Engine, SQL Server Data
Tools, SQL Server Management Studio, PowerShell, and Azure Portal. You’ll find
extensive new coverage of Azure SQL, big data clusters, PolyBase, data protection,
automation, and more. Discover how experts tackle today’s essential tasks–and
challenge yourself to new levels of mastery. Explore SQL Server 2019’s toolset,
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including the improved SQL Server Management Studio, Azure Data Studio, and
Configuration Manager Design, implement, manage, and govern on-premises, hybrid,
or Azure database infrastructures Install and configure SQL Server on Windows and
Linux Master modern maintenance and monitoring with extended events, Resource
Governor, and the SQL Assessment API Automate tasks with maintenance plans,
PowerShell, Policy-Based Management, and more Plan and manage data recovery,
including hybrid backup/restore, Azure SQL Database recovery, and geo-replication
Use availability groups for high availability and disaster recovery Protect data with
Transparent Data Encryption, Always Encrypted, new Certificate Management
capabilities, and other advances Optimize databases with SQL Server 2019’s
advanced performance and indexing features Provision and operate Azure SQL
Database and its managed instances Move SQL Server workloads to Azure: planning,
testing, migration, and post-migration
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